hands, and then into the press, was a mystery to me. I Alusefrom
was the more glad I had not acceded to Lord Irwin's earlier 'The Times
proposal!	of India3
After two years of considerable trouble supervising the artists and their work, I got a brief note of thanks from the Government of India and much abuse from other quarters. There are so few in England interested in Indian art and literature that these few are much beset. The wife of an eminent scientist, for instance, was sure I could help her husband to become a Fellow'of the Royal Society; another wanted a knighthood; another again an honorary degree at Cambridge; painters wanted commissions for Royal portraits, and others, whose claim was generally based on a few feeble copies of Indian paintings and enlargements of photographs, desired the Diploma of the Royal College of Art; and since I had been instrumental in getting Tagore's first book of poems printed, poems for which he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature, other aspirants sent me their verses believing I could be equally helpful to them.
I did not then imagine that Tagore was to give a fresh lead to Indian artists, away from die imitation of old subjects and methods, towards a more vigorous use of the brush. It happened that one evening at Airlie Gardens, while Max Beerbohm was staying with us, C. F. Andrews was announced. He entered the -room, his arms raised aloft like a messenger coming from afar to bring important news, saying, 'Gurujee is making lines!' Then I heard from Tagore himself:
Villa Kahn, Cap Martin
March 30.1930 Dear friend
Surviving series of mishaps on the way we have at last arrived in Europe after a prolonged voyage of 26 days. I intend to spend some weeks in South of France till it gets warmer when I am expected in Paris. I suppose you know I have my invitation to lecture in Oxford possibly in the be-175

